THE  SPANISH WAR
Red propaganda, from Madrid or Valencia, were trans-
mitted with a fairly lenient censorship and with a mini-
mum of delay.   Our cables took, according to circum-
stance, often fifteen to twenty hours, never less than four
or five.   The censorship was often rigorous and rarely
consistent.    It would ill become me to scoff at the
Spanish censors themselves, most of them were my friends,
and I had always made it a rule not to dispute a censor's
ruling on anything, but to endeavour to change my tele-
gram to meet his views without sacrificing what I thought
was essential to the truth of my dispatch    Sometimes tks
was impossible, and then I withdrew my message alto-
gether    They were not the principal culprits.   It was the
Central Press Office which issued such strange rulings at
such strange times, and gave them to some censors* offices
and forgot to give them to others.   It was also the fault
of the Central Press Office that a proper censorship of
newspaper telegrams having been admitted, Press tele-
grams duly passed were yet subject to other military
censorships  at  relay  stations.   The result was  that  a
message censored, say at Talavera, might be censored again
—with all the inherent delays—at Badajoz.   That was
the main reason for the fact that the Reds could always
claim victories while the true story of what had taken
place came twenty-four hours late, or a day after the fair.
What chance was there in such conditions of winning
world opinion?   How can any one wonder with such
Press arrangements that, throughout Europe, everybody
thought that the Reds were winning the war easily at a
moment when really they were being defeated every day?
It is not for me to say who was responsible for such
faulty arrangements, but the errors of the organisation
were well known in Spain, and there were many who told
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